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It has been my pleasure to be a sounding board and advisor to many people who consider becoming law professors and yet it has not always been easy to introduce people considering their own research projects to reflect on how their ideas connect with the varieties of legal scholarship. One day I decided to write up a “field guide,” meant to be rather like the guides to birds that offer pictures and descriptions to assist the casual or serious birdwatcher. After sharing it and revising it, I have learned that this “guide” now travels underground and electronically, so I thought it time to give it an official publication, and the Journal’s editors kindly agreed. The explosion of interdisciplinary research in law contributes to the variety of legal scholarship. So does the contrast between “inside” and “outside” thinking in law schools where we try both to equip people for practice and effectiveness within existing institutions and for roles as critics, institutional reformers, and scholars who may explain and analyze in terms quite different from those in the minds of actors operating within existing legal systems. So here with an invitation for supplements, critiques, and revisions is my Archetypal Legal Scholarship: A Field Guide.

I. Doctrinal restatement, e.g., Robert Clark, Corporate Law; Laurence Tribe, Constitutional Law; Yoram Dinstein, War, Aggression and Self-Defence.

a. Organize and reorganize case law into coherent elements, categories, and concepts;
b. Acknowledge distinction between settled and emerging law;
c. Identify difference between majority and “preferred” or “better” practice—ideally with some explanation for the criteria to be used.
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a. Gather more than one “line” of cases across doctrinal fields, categories, or historical developments, and show why they belong together or expose unjustified discrepancies;

b. Offer a new framework or paradigm that can recognize past, present and future material.


a. Usual structure: present a problem; canvass alternatives; propose an evaluative scheme or method; recommend preferred solution;

b. Attribute problem to: distance between goal and implementation; conflict with a powerfully competing goal; the lack of fit between legal rules or practices when compared with changing social, economic, biological or technical circumstances; or mistaken assumptions as demonstrated by historical review, economic model, psychological research or evidence from other fields;

c. Not a brief: include fair analysis of a range of alternatives and alternative criteria; offer useful analyses even for people who do not agree with the assumptions, methodology, or conclusion.


9. Jeff Sovern, Opting in, Opting Out, or No Options At All: The Fight for Control of Personal Information, 74 Wash. L. Rev. 1033 (1999).


a. Take a widely assumed or commonly known proposition familiar to lawyers or legal theorists;

b. Undertake an empirical investigation about its validity or summarize and assess empirical work conducted by others or undertake model-building or summarize and apply model(s) developed by others;

c. Digest the findings for legal audiences.


a. Offer historical, anthropological, sociological or economic analysis of the behavior of legal actors or institutions, often exposing complexity, gaps between theories and practice, dynamics, and layers of meaning.


and effects;
b. Use empirical or interpretive methods and/or models;
c. Offer a normative assessment or agenda for further study.


a. Expose unstated assumptions, patterns or results, internally inconsistent structures or other tensions within a body of law or legal practices or institutions;
b. Highlight the tensions, contradictions or paradoxes behind the surface of law or legal practices; sometimes they are not resolved but instead try to link to larger psychological, social or philosophic difficulties and political or normative efforts.

VII. Comparative and historical inquiries, e.g., Mary Ann Glendon, Abortion and Divorce in Western Law;26 Bruce H. Mann, Republic of Debtors: Bankruptcy in the Age of American Independence;27 William Forbath, “The Shaping of the American Labor Movement.”28

a. Offer a rich description of an earlier era or contrasting legal regime;
b. Satisfy the criteria within the fields of anthropology or history in use of sources, triangulation, and contextualization;
c. Suggest how this study illuminates differences, choices, or continuities when compared with contemporary domestic practice.


a. Develop or elaborate a theory that tries to explain how all of law or chief portions of it hang together;

b. Engage with alternative theories;

c. Demonstrate the contribution this theory makes to a conceptual puzzle or set of doctrinal or practical problems;

d. Advance view of justice or analysis of what norms law should pursue.
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